WCNA 37
While our financial reconciliation for WCNA 37 was still
underway by the time we published the 2018 Annual
Report, we were able to share that we far exceeded our
financial expectations for the event. WCNA 37’s favorable financial outcome was the result of a combination
of factors, including a record-breaking number of registrations and newcomer donations, more than $300,000
in negotiated rebates, and trimming many expenses by
using fewer contractors while doing much more of the
work in-house.
Additionally, the Orange County Convention Center remembered us from the last World Convention in
Orlando, and they were motivated to have us back, which
lead to deep discounts from them and other vendors. All
of these factors created unusual and very hard-to-repeat
circumstances for this convention. Perhaps the most significant financial impact of WCNA 37’s success is how
this revenue can help offset lower turnout for World Conventions held outside of North America. More specifically,
WCNA 37’s success helps make a location like Australia
more possible for WCNA 38.
For those of you who were able to join us at WCNA 37,
we thank you for your participation in this celebration of
recovery. Your attendance and generous newcomer registration contributions made WCNA 37 the most impressive display of our unity and diversity to date, with over
21,000 registrations. Also, much of the success of WCNA
37 wouldn’t have been possible without an incredible
local workgroup and the support of the local convention
bureau and convention staff, so we send our heartfelt
gratitude to them all.
While we included many highlights of WCNA 37 in
the 2018 NAWS, Inc. Annual Report, we want to share
one more remarkable story here. Not only did local councilman presented WCNA 37 with a proclamation from
the city of Orlando at the beginning of the convention,
but a state senator who was present because of the PR
efforts by local members said that we did not have to
tell him about NA. He had spent an hour making his way

through the convention center and had never experienced
that level of love in any gathering before. Our members,
through their actions, demonstrated that The Magic is
Still Real, and we thank you all for your help in making
that possible.
The table on the next page reports the accounting of
the WCNA 37 budget compared to actual expenses. And
with the books on WCNA 37 closed, we look ahead and
prepare for WCNA 38.

WCNA 38
The World Convention Zone Rotation Plan from A Guide
to World Services in Narcotics Anonymous calls for the
location of WCNA 38 to be somewhere in the Asia-PacificMiddle East-Africa Zone. Accordingly, we hope you are
just as excited as we are to have our four-day celebration of recovery in Melbourne, Australia, in 2021—and
plans are already starting to take shape!
Our ability to plan the convention using real numbers
helps us remain financially prudent, which is why much
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of the success this event relies heavily on early registration. As a result, the registration portal will open well
in advance of the convention to provide members with
ample time to register. But personal planning is equally
important. Because of stringent entry requirements, Australia may not grant visas to all of our members. We suggest that you begin your visa application process once
WCNA 38 preregistration goes on sale in September 2020.
Typically, visas are good for one year.
We will provide updates to all interested members as
frequently as we can. If you don’t want to miss out, we
encourage you to go to www.na.org/wcna and sign up to
receive WCNA 38 updates. We hope to see as many of you
as possible in Melbourne, Australia, in 2021 to celebrate
recovery the NA way! Obviously, current events could
impact the upcoming world convention. We will notify
the fellowship once we have more information.
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